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Support for Passive House standards is accelerating across California. 
The rising urgency in the fight against climate change, growing awareness of
indoor air quality (due to COVID and smoke from wildfires), and the critical need
for affordable housing are increasing interest in Passive House levels of
performance (comfort, healthy indoor-air quality, and extreme energy efficiency). 

The new PHCA website has been dramatically upgraded. 
More information/news, a robust calendar of events, PH project database, project
or job postings, a searchable directory of members, and other enhancements. Our
social media has also been expanded and enhanced. 

We are adding staff to support the growing activities and opportunities. 
As a non-profit, it is the revenue from memberships and sponsors that enable our
education, public outreach, and advocacy. Your investment in membership is a



critical element of our continuing efforts to transform the built environment for a
healthier, equitable, and more sustainable future. 
 

Click Here to Learn More 

·PHPP VS TITLE 24·

PHPP VS TITLE 24- WINDOWS 
By Steve Mann 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The most thermally-inefficient parts of a high-performance residential building are
the windows. The insulating values are usually in the range of R-3/inch (typical) to
R-10/inch (very high-quality). When compared to typical wall insulation of R-21/inch,
thermal movement is going to take the path of least resistance—the windows. 
  
Even more importantly, if you want to realistically understand how a building
component performs, you need to accurately evaluate it. Passive House windows
calculations, if done correctly, are noted for their accuracy. Sadly, the California
Energy Code, also known as Title 24, is not nearly as accurate, for a variety of
reasons. In this article, we discuss one of those reasons.

Full Article

·UPCOMING EVENTS FROM OUTSIDE PHCA·

25TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL PASSIVE HOUSE CONFERENCE 2021 
September 10-12TH, and 14-15TH 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The 25th In ter na tion al Pass ive House Con fer en ce, in clud ing the Pass ive House Ex -

https://passivehousecal.org/become-a-member/
https://passivehousecal.org/phpp-vs-title-24-windows/
https://passivehousecal.org/phpp-vs-title-24-windows/


hib i tion, will take place in two parts as part of our hy brid format. From 10 to 12
Septem ber 2021, the first part of the con fer en ce will be broad cast live from
the His tor ische Stadthalle Wup per tal. On 14 and 15 Septem ber 2021, the second
part of the con fer en ce will take place as an on line-only event.

Click Here to Learn More

PHPP III COURSE 
July 13th- August 3rd, Ongoing, NY PASSIVE HOUSE 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) is a powerful tool for anyone looking
to design, build or certify a Passive House project. This excel-based energy
modeling software can yield tremendous insight into how our buildings are
performing and can help design and construction teams identify the best pathways
to a healthy, durable and low-energy project. However, along with this power
comes complexity. The PHPP can often be quite intimidating to first-time users,
and even experienced practitioners can easily get lost within this multifaceted
tool.

Click Here to Register

HOME REMODELING: FIRE RESILIENCY AND ELECTRIFICATION 
July 25th, 5PM-6:30PM PDT, 3CREN 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This class is designed for both homeowners and professionals who are planning
residential remodeling projects, regardless of whether the remodel is focused on
electrification or fire resiliency, or those are just part of a larger plan. In this 90-
minute session, green home consultant Ann Edminster will describe electrification
options along with upgrade opportunities that improve comfort while
also reducing your home’s climate impacts and wildfire risks.

Click Here to Register
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·NAPHN ON DEMAND TRADESPERSON TRAINING·

ON-DEMAND TRAINING 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

It’s the same robust core Passive House Designer Training but newer and better!
The training content has been updated with market-ready information, plus now
there is added flexibility with self-paced learning. This training is appropriate for
a wide range of building professionals and stakeholders that want to know the guts
of what makes Passive House tick and build a foundation of knowledge to integrate
Passive House to meet personal goals. Participants include architects, MEP and
structural engineers, facade, energy and sustainability consultants, contractors,
developers, policymakers, regulators, and more. For a full course description,
pricing & registration see below.

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER

PHCA Monthly epiPHany
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PH Envelope Elevates the Impact of other Efficiency Measures

Passive House protocols, when applied to the design and construction of a building, will

dramatically reduce the energy required for heating and cooling. This reduced energy for

heating and cooling lowers the overall energy use significantly. As a result, the amount of

energy used for water heating, lighting, refrigeration, appliances/electronics (plug loads)

become more impactful and more important to manage. Consider the example below. 

The Pie Chart on the left shows the breakdown of operational energy required, in a 12-month

period, by an average detached single-family residence in the U. S. (Data from U.S. Energy

Information Administration). The purple segment shows that the energy required for

Heating/AC represents 54% of the total operational energy use. The Pie Chart on the right

shows the breakdown of operational energy of the same average residence when the envelope

is sealed and insulated to PH standards. By comparing the purple segments of the two charts,

you can see that the energy required for Heating/AC has been reduced dramatically (70% in this

example) to only 16% of the total. Note that the entire Pie Chart on the right is also

significantly smaller. The 70% drop in Heating/AC energy required has reduced the total

operational energy required by 38%. The total area of the Pie Chart on the right is only 62% of

the area of the Pie Chart on the left. Now, consider the impact on other segments of energy

usage. 

The actual operational energy required for each of the other segments has remained unchanged

between the two Pie Charts, but because the total energy required (represented by the Pie

Chart on the right) is smaller, the other energy segments have become, as noted above, “more

impactful and more important to manage”. The impact of Water Heating (burnt orange color)

has gone up from 17% to 32%, and the impact of Appliances/Electronics (light blue), which is

largely plug loads, has gone up from 21% to 38%. On the right-hand Pie Chart, these two

segments now represent 70% of total operational energy use. 

When the building envelope is up to PH standards the overall operational energy required is



dramatically lower and other energy savings measures become higher priorities. With PH

envelope performance, actions such as switching to a heat pump water heater (HPWH), or

efforts to manage plug loads with power strips, timers, sensors, and behaviors have a greater

impact on lowering operational energy usage and reduce the renewables required to reach net-

zero energy. 

By Jay Gentry 
 

VISIT PASSIVE HOUSE CALIFORNIA WEBSITE

SPONSORS: 
Passive House California is indebted to our Sponsors for helping us achieve our

mission of creating healthy, comfortable, durable, energy- and resource-efficient
buildings and communities. 

PLATINUM SPONSORS 

GOLD SPONSORS 

   
SILVER SPONSORS

SPONSORS 

   

       
 

Passive House California is a member of the International Passive House
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Association and proud to cooperate and collaborate with the global Passive House

community including Passive House Institute and North American Passive House

Network.
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